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Previous work in directional tuning for brain machine interfaces has primarily relied on algorithm sorted
neuronal action potentials in primary motor cortex. However, local field potential has been utilized to
show directional tuning in macaque studies, and inferior parietal cortex has shown increased neuronal
activity in reaching tasks that relied on MRI imaging. In this study we utilized local field potential record-
ings from a human subject performing a delayed reach task and show that high frequency band (76–
100 Hz) spectral power is directionally tuned to different reaching target locations during an active reach.
We also show that during the delay phase of the task, directional tuning is present in areas of the inferior
parietal cortex, in particular, the supramarginal gyrus.

� 2019 Elsevier Ltd. All rights reserved.
1. Introduction

Most brain machine interfaces use action potentials as the neu-
ronal feature [1], and decode information from these features to
control an assistive device such as a computer or prosthesis.
Because the desired machine output often mimics human motion,
such as reaching and grasping with a robotic arm, a common sub-
strate for capturing these neural signals is the primary motor cor-
tex. Directional tuning in motor cortex has been shown using
neuronal spikes in macaques [2–4]. More recently, spiking activity
has found wider use in human subjects [5,6]. Local field potential
(LFP) recordings might offer benefits over spike recordings,
because LFP signal is more robust to electrode movement (due to
a wider field of recording) and tissue scarring [1]. Directional tun-
ing in LFP spectra has been shown in macaques [7].

Research has also shown the presence of directional tuning in
regions outside of the primary motor cortex, particularly in the
parietal reach region in monkeys [8–10]. Several studies have
explored the human analogues to the parietal reach region in the
association cortex, using fMRI BOLD signals, and have confirmed
that the supramarginal gyrus, the angular gyrus, and regions along
the intraparietal sulcus exhibit increased activity when human
subjects participate in upper limb reaching tasks and visual sac-
cades [11–14]. Spiking activity in human superior parietal lobule
and anterior intraparietal area has been used to control a robotic
arm in a tetraplegic subject [6].

In this study, we sought to show the changes in the posterior and
inferior parietal lobules during a delayed reach task in a human
patient being monitored for epileptiform activity, to confirm the
role of these regions inmotor planning and execution. Furthermore,
we explored whether high frequency (76–100 Hz) LFP spectral
power in these regions is biased toward a specific target direction.
We show that supramarginal gyrus neural activity, before move-
ment execution, is directionally tuned for the future movement.
2. Methods

Data acquisition. The subject was a 25 year old left-handed male
who used his left hand throughout all trials used in this study. The
superior parietal (SP) and inferior parietal (IP) grids seen in Fig. 1c
and d were 4 � 5 ECoG grids with 4-mm contacts spaced 10 mm
apart from center to center (Integra LifeSciences, Plainsboro, NJ,
USA). The 8x8 mini-ECoG grid in the inferior parietal area (MP)
used 2-mm contacts with 3-mm spacing (FG64C-MP03, Ad-Tech
Medical Instrumentation Corporation, Oak Creek, WI, USA). All
neural activity was amplified, digitized, and recorded (Neuroport
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Fig. 1. A) The experimental task, showing the five separate phases. Following the intertrial interval (ITI), a central fixation point was shown. The cue was presented from one
of eight target locations, which was then removed for the delay period. The subject was indicated to reach and touch the remembered target location after the fixation point
was removed. Colors of phase names are used in subsequent figures. B) The eight radial target locations, each presented a total of eight times throughout the task. C) Lateral
view of grid locations and orientation on the right hemisphere of S1. SP: superior parietal, MP: mini-parietal, IP: inferior parietal. D) Posteriorly rotated view of grid locations.
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System, Blackrock Microsystems, Salt Lake City, UT, USA) in the
neurosurgical ICU during phase II monitoring of epileptiform activ-
ity. Electric potentials were sampled from these electrodes at
2000 samples/sec.

Experiment. The experimental task was programmed in MATLAB
(The Mathworks) with the Psychophysics Toolbox. Task visuals
were displayed on a touchscreen monitor within arm’s reach of
the subject. The task consisted of 5 phases (Fig. 1a and b): after
an inter-trial interval (2 s), the research participant was instructed
to fix their gaze on a grey circle presented at the center of the
screen (2 s). Next, one of eight radial target locations was pre-
sented as a white circle in a cue phase (1 s), and, following a brief
delay (1 s) in which the target was removed but the fixation point
remained, the fixation point disappeared and the subject reached
out to touch the monitor screen at the cued (remembered) loca-
tion. Target locations were distributed across trials in a pseudoran-
dom, uniform order, eight times for each target location for a total
of 64 trials in each task. Touch locations and time were recorded,
and each trial was counted successful if the touch location was
within 2 radii of the target center.

Signal Processing. Raw neural signal was visually inspected and
electrodes with excessive noise were excluded from analysis. Each
grid was processed separately due to structural differences and
spatial separation. A common average reference was applied to
the raw signal before performing spectral analysis. The Chronux
package was used to compute multi-tapered spectrograms [15],
with a window size of 250 ms, step size of 100 ms, frequency range
of 0–500 Hz, each window zero-padded to 1024 points. The time-
bandwidth parameter was set to 3 and the number of tapers was 5.
Spectrograms were computed for each phase of each trial for each
channel, and the trial average was computed for a channel’s spec-
trum in a given phase (Fig. 2b).
Activations. Spectral power changes were compared in the Delay
and Response phases, in a low frequency band (8–32 Hz) and a
high frequency band (76–100 Hz). The Cue phase was used as a
baseline for these comparisons so that visual confounds would
cancel when referenced against the phase of interest. To quantify
these comparisons, we computed an ‘‘activation” index [16,17]
for each channel, frequency band, and phase of interest. Activation
is a signed comparison of means, scaled by the variance and the
number of trials. We first calculated the variance r of spectrogram
power across all trials, along with the average power x in each
phase, the average power c in the Cue phase, and the number of tri-
als in the phase of interest Nx, the cue phase Nc , and the total num-
ber of trials Nxc , and then computed the activation:

Activation ¼ ðx� cÞ3
x� cj jr2 �

NxNc

Nxc

Statistical significance of the activations was computed by
comparing measured values to a null distribution, created by
randomly sorted the data into two groups to compute new acti-
vation values and repeating 10,000 times. The measured activa-
tion value was deemed significant if it was greater in magnitude
than 95% of the bootstrapped distribution. Significant values
were used as inputs to a two-dimensional Gaussian-smoothed
heat map plotted by color over the spatial extent of the elec-
trodes (e.g. Fig. 2a).

Tuning. The activation values for each target were calculated as
described above, but for data sorted and averaged by target loca-
tion. We focused on the high frequency band to assess directional
tuning given its typical correlation to multiunit recordings [18].
Values that exceeded 1.5 times the interquartile range of the target
activations were excluded as outliers. After shifting the activation
values circularly to center the maximum value, and subtracting



Fig. 2. A and B. A) Differences in spectral power are represented by activation heat maps shown on the left (high frequency left, low frequency right) which are scaled to the
maximum absolute activation value. Activation values for the response phase (top row) and delay phase (bottom row). B) Spectra from 2 representative channels from the
superior parietal (SP) grid (left column) and the mini parietal (MP) grid (right column) showing increased low frequency power (8–32 Hz) for the cue phase (yellow)
compared to the response phase (green), but increased high frequency power (76–100 Hz) for the response phase compared to the cue (top row). For the delay phase
compared to cue (bottom row), the same SP channel shows minimal differences in power between phases, but the representative channel from MP shows decreased low
frequency power and increased high frequency power.
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the minimum activation value so that the ‘‘tuning curve” rested on
the line y = 0, a Gaussian curve was fit to the activation values and
goodness-of-fit assessed with the coefficient of determination (r2)
[7,8]. Significance was established if the r2 values were larger than
95% of r2 values generated from a Gaussian fit of 10,000 shuffled
samples of a channel’s trials.

Figures. 3-D reconstructions of ECoG grid locations were created
using the img_pipe package [19]. Pre-operative T1 magnetic reso-
nance imaging (MRI) scans were merged with post-operative com-
puted tomography (CT) scans containing the electrode locations.
Co-registrationwasperformedusing Statistical ParametricMapping
Fig. 3. High frequency activation for each time-step of the spectrogram sliding window
parietal lobule that migrates anteriorly and stays elevated during the Response phase. A c
activation during this phase. The value in each frame represents the largest in magnitude
point of each time window pictured. Numbers in the top left of each frame represent th
software SPM12 [20]. 3-D pial surface reconstructions were created
from the pre-operative MRI sequence using Freesurfer [21].

3. Results

The different phases of the experimental task can be seen in
Fig. 1a and the potential target locations in Fig. 1b. Grid coverage
can be seen in Fig. 1c, d with the superior parietal (SP) grid cover-
ing areas of motor and sensory cortex, along with part of the intra-
parietal sulcus. The mini-grid in the parietal region (MP) spans the
termination of the lateral sulcus, part of the supramarginal gyrus
. Top: the Delay phase shows increased activation in a focal region of the inferior
hannel in the superior parietal grid overlying primary motor cortex also increased in
activation value for all grids pictured. Time stamps on the x-axis represent the mid-
e largest magnitude activation value from that frame.



Fig. 4. The left column represents Delay phase activation, and the right column represents Response phase activations. Left and Right columns contain 76–100 Hz activations
from target averaged spectral power, with targets numbers on the x-axis shifted to centralize maximum activations. R2 values are top-right, along with p-values calculated
from bootstrap reshuffled target values. Tuning curves with significant R2 values are boxed. A) SP channel 2, showing significant tuning during the response phase. B) SP
channel 15, located in a superior posterior parietal region, with significant tuning during the delay phase, but not the response phase. C) MP channel 29, located in superior
marginal gyrus, with significant tuning in the delay phase.
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and inferior parietal lobule. The most posterior grid is in the infe-
rior parietal (IP) lobe as well and covers the angular gyrus and pos-
terior end of the intraparietal sulcus.
Spectral power differences when moving, previously seen in
experiments involving the motor cortex [16], were observed in
association cortex. The motor cortex region covered by the SP grid
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exhibits the expected high frequency band power increase and low
frequency power decrease in the response phase compared to the
cue (Fig. 2b top left). Interestingly, electrodes on the MP grid, cov-
ering the supramarginal gyrus, also exhibit the same pattern of
activation during the reaching phase (Fig. 2b top right), along with
electrode 10 of the SP grid located over posterior parietal cortex.
There were also regions in the posterior and inferior parietal cortex
where high frequency band power increased, and low frequency
band power decreased, but during the delay phase. A region of
the MP grid on the anterior border of the lateral sulcus also showed
increased high frequency power, while a more widespread region
exhibited decreased low frequency power in the delay phase. In
contrast, the motor region (SP grid) had no difference in spectral
power during the delay phase (Fig. 2b bottom left).

To investigate the time course of changes in the activation val-
ues, activations were calculated in the high frequency band for
each of the overlapping spectrogram time windows during the
delay phase and response phase for all targets. Electrodes with sig-
nificant activations were plotted in a Gaussian-smoothed heat map
as seen in Fig. 3. Increased high frequency band activation is seen
early in the delay phase in the lower supramarginal gyrus, which
then attenuates before migrating in a superior and anterior direc-
tion. No significant high frequency activation is seen in the supe-
rior parietal region during the delay period, while a high
frequency activation decrease is seen in the inferior portion of
the IP grid. This region of decreased activation continues into the
response phase. Subsequently, the activation in the anterior supra-
marginal gyrus increases, along with an activation increase in the
superior parietal region consistent with motor cortex activity dur-
ing a reaching movement. There is also increased high frequency
activation in a posterior, superior parietal area, near the intrapari-
etal sulcus.

To further investigate the directional tuning of these areas, we
calculated the activation of the target-averaged spectral power
for each channel in the high frequency band. Tuning curves in
the delay and response phases, along with polar plots of both
phases’ target-specific activation values, can be seen for represen-
tative channels in Fig. 4. Channel 2 of the SP grid had significant
(p = 0.048) tuning in the response phase, with a similarly directed
but insignificant tuning in the delay phase (p = 0.136) (Fig. 4a).
Fig. 4b, c show SP channel 15 and MP channel 29, respectively,
which both exhibit significant directional tuning in the delay
phase.
4. Discussion

This study provides new insight into activity in human inferior
parietal cortex during planning and executing a reaching move-
ment. It shows that LFP changes in high and low frequency bands
typically seen in primary motor cortex are also seen in parts of the
supramarginal gyrus during reaching. These findings are consistent
with those previously seen in macaque studies [22] and with
reaching tasks in humans utilizing fMRI [23], shown here using
ECoG grids in humans.

Previous work has shown that kinematic parameters can be
decoded from primary motor cortex LFP signals in monkeys
[7,18,24], as well as humans [25]. These studies found significant
movement tuning using high frequency (>60 Hz) spectral power,
in a similar fashion to our work. High gamma spectral power
may reflect multiunit neural activity, and research has shown that
kinematic parameters in high frequency LFP spectra correlate with
multiunit recordings more strongly than low frequency spectra
[18,26]. We likewise postulate that the directional tuning found
in posterior and inferior parietal locations reflects multiunit activ-
ity that increases signaling activity during the planning phase of a
movement. Incorporating activity from these areas in a brain-
computer interface may lead to better control, as movement inten-
tions may be cognitively more natural to exercise than attempted
physical movement for tetraplegic persons [6]. Future work will be
directed towards analyzing whether target location can be accu-
rately predicted from neural activity in the inferior parietal cortex.

Different regions covered by the MP grid also showed increased
high frequency activation with decreased low frequency activation,
but during the Delay phase only. This data agrees with fMRI studies
showing increased activity in the right inferior parietal lobule dur-
ing the delay phase of a grasping task [27,28]. Studies involving
electrical stimulation of the human inferior parietal lobule elicited
a ‘‘desire to move” [29,30]. This raises the question of whether
increased neural activity in this region is associated with planning
a subsequent movement, or with an intent to move in a general
sense. By showing that channels are directionally tuned to the
reach location during the Delay phase, this finding suggests that
those locations are associated with planning the reach. However,
other research has suggested that neurons in these locations may
serve both functions [10], which highlights the need for further
experimental analysis.

We also acknowledge the difficulty in extrapolating significance
from these results with data from only one subject. While we hope
to replicate these findings with future subjects, the location for
implanted ECoG arrays is ultimately decided by the clinical need
of the patient.
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